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Our publishers independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases made from our chosen links. Let's not forget that blue eyes are a recessive gene, so if you're lucky enough to be blessed with
baby blues, why don't you do everything you can to show off the gorgeous color? And obviously there's no better way to do it than with the right eyeshadow. To determine which shades are most flattering to you, think back to the color wheel that hangs on the wall of elementary school art class. Because
orange is directly opposite blue, these types of warm tones (i.e., oranges, tans, copper, anything in this family) are the best option to really make the eyes pop and stand-out. But it doesn't have to stop here! When it comes to pastel shades, consider opting for cool gray-blue; pink can accentuate redness
and make you look tired. As for the tones of the gem go, pass on green and blue, which are too close to the color of natural eyes, in favor of rich, amethyst violet. However, another easy-to-handle pick is a shade of warm champagne; it packs the same glow and eye-opening effect as a beige or white
without looking stark set against the light eyes. Looking for a flattering blue shadow? The choices above match the bill. Consider this a unique guide for all your shadow needs. With a dozen different shades, there is a wide range of colors to choose from, all of which are extremely flattering on blue eyes.
Mix and match any of the five gold and bronze metallic shimmery, or use one of three pale beige tones for perfectly neutral, all-over color. A rich violet will pop on blue eyes, and there are also two shades of dark-brown black ideal for lining. For less than the price of a morning coffee cup, you can pick up a
jar from this super smooth gel formula. Dab it on with your fingertips or a brush; anyway, the two shades (a deeper tan and pink-y champagne) will take out your blue eyes. Also nice: Because it does not slip on so perfectly, it can easily double as an eyeliner when applied with a sloping line brush.
Reviewers also repeatedly emphasize its impressive seating power. This brand recently revamped their shadow powder formula with an extremely silky feel that rivals that much more expensive powders they've tried. (Blendability and residence power have also been improved.) All shades pack a handful
of pigment and call in to a bargain price, you can really afford to try them all. But you're going to have to start somewhere, so take this dark purple and pearl. Whether it is sliding on the entire cover or used as the base for a smokey eye, add instant drama to any shade of blue eye. OG Urban Decay Naked
palette has now given rise to many spin-off versions, none of which is more flattering on blue than this one. Dozens of shades of amber range from burnt oranges to warm brown, and everything in between, all complement gorgeous to cooler-toned blue eyes. All this tout unique pigment infusion brand
infusion system, making for velvety feel and rich color; Happy customers often draw attention to how pigmented the area of shades. In addition, it comes with a full-size mirror, two-sided brush, and is available in a mini version as well. Made with a long list of organic ingredients, sunflower seed oil, coconut
oil, and shea butter make up extra hydration and creamy base in this vegan formula. Not to mention that it is super easy to apply; sheer and blendable, it's pretty much mistake-proof, even if randomly dab it on with your fingertips. (And it can be layered over eyeshadow powder, too.) There are several
colors that look great on blue eyes, but this vibrant peach is one of our favorites. While it may look unnervingly bright in the pan, it goes on quite pure, offering just the right amount of eye-popping warm color. Breaking news: Glossy caps are in, in a big way. And while many eye glosses can feel sticky or
sticky, this varnish packs high-sheen and buildable colors, all in a completely easy formula. Press it with your fingertips for a simpler finish or sponge-tipped applicator for more impact. While we are fans of all shades, this shade of sunset is especially the choice for blue eyes. It looks just as dabbotd on
alone, or paired with some black graphic line for a more dramatic effect. Katie Buckleitner My favorite thing about makeup is that there are no rules for her. Even if the internet (or, would, insta feed) could try to convince you that there are colors that you can and can't wear with blue eyes, I say it's all BS-
makeup is about fun, so wear any heart desires bb, k? But if popping over to Sephora and your favorite eyeshadow stake sounds complicated hella, there's nothing wrong with relying on a little color theory to get creative juices flowing. Before, we rounded up the seven best blue eyeeyeshadows -
including copper, gold and brown - to help you get inspired. And for the record, you don't need blue eyes to pull these kids off. Advertising – Continue reading below 1 Best Eyeshadow for Blue Eyes: Copper Laura Mercier Caviar Stick Eye Shadow in Copper Full Disclosure: If I could write a love letter to
Laura Mercier's Caviar Stick Eye Shadow, I 100 percent would be. It's so easy to apply – you only link it Run along the lids, then soil it with your fingertips - and this classic copper shade looks great against the blue eyes. 2 Best Eyeshadow for Blue Eyes: Brown Clinique Lid Pop Eyeshadow in Cocoa Pop
You can't go wrong with brown eyeshadow, especially if you've got blue eyes. Mix it on empty lids with a fluffy brush for a soft, diffuse, diffuse look, with a quick slide of the liquid lining. 3 Best Eyeshadow for Blue Eyes: Baby Blue Kosas 10-Second Eyeshadow Liquid in Blue Eye Falls + Blue Eyeshadow =
a true match made in the sky. Go for a '90s vibe tapping this baby-blue liquid eyeshadow on the inner corners (think of it as the 2020 version of frosty caps, but, it would actually be pretty). 4 Best Eyeshadow for Blue Eyes: Tangerine MAC Matte Eyeshadow in Rule When you're ready to graduate copper,
sweep on this bright-orange eyeshadow to really complement your blue eyes. Pair the look with a brilliant highlighter, a bronzer touch and a glossy lip for a low key face (but enough v). 5 Best Eyeshadow for Blue Eyes: Gold L'Oréal Paris Infallible 24 HR Eye Shadow in Eternal Sunshine Whether you go
for all-over gold caps or a shimmering smokey eye, there are not a lot of things you can't do with this golden eyeshadow for blue eyes. This shiny shade is super buildable as well, so feel free to layer. 6 Best Blue Eye Shadow: Bronze ColourPop Super Shock Eyeshadow in Deep Dive The perfect middle
ground between copper and brown, this bronze eyeshadow for blue eyes is so damn easy to wear. Subtle purple and gold undertones give this glowing shadow an extra lil something. 7 Best Eyeshadow Palette for Blue Eyes Lorac Unzipped Gold Eyeshadow Palette Do I feel like buying a bunch of
eyeshadow singles for blue eyes? No problem, because this palette from Lorac is stocked with every color you need. The combination of gold and brown gives you so many options (and even comes with a mini eyeshadow primer). This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to
this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Advertising – Continue reading below Daniel Jackson/Trunk Archive Thanks to movies like X-Men: First Class and Wanted, James McAvoy has become something of
the woman's thinking action star. Although he's not the most naughty, he's got those blue eyes; And then there's the Scottish accent, more Sean Connery than Shrek, with a hint about Craig Ferguson so you know he has a sense of humor. Indeed, McAvoy, in his 34s, seems to be having fun. During his
revolutionary film, The Last King of Scotland in 2006, established him as a formidable presence, he also scored off-screen, marrying British actress Anne-Marie Duff. Now living in London with their son, the couple remains fiercely protective of their privacy, but McAvoy is considerably freer screen-like a
hard detective in Welcome to Punch (now) or show your bare ass (not to mention some serious gravitas) this spring Trance, a thriller about a stolen and amnesiac painting that knows where it was hidden... if he could remember. Great Scot! Elle: Have you considered entering the priesthood as a young
man Were you ready to take a vow of celibacy? James McAvoy: Yes, I thought I'd give it a buzz. I wanted to be a missionary and work abroad, but the girls started to become a bigger part of my life around the time I lost interest in the priesthood. Have you always been good to women? JM: The girls didn't
take much interest in me until I was 14. But I knew how to talk to them very quickly. What I realized-- that my friends didn't-have to talk to women like you're not constantly trying to have sex with them. That seemed to work. You ride motorcycles. Did this start as a way to impress women? JM: No. You
should see my bike. Google 2001 blue Honda Hornet 600 and you'll see how cool I look on my bike. You're famous for your blue eyes. Was there ever a time when they got you out of trouble? JM: Well, I'm an actor. And I can cry at a drop of a hat. You pretended to cry to get out of a fight? Give me the
story. JM: I can't. It would make some people feel bad. Did a woman ever make you cry? JM: Yes, totally. Tons. Because we broke up, or because they cheated on me. I cried a lot because of the women. I cry a lot as a person. Who would cheat you? JM: Everyone was cheated, wasn't it? Did you learn
anything from infidelity? JM: Just don't try to whip a dead horse. It's a very evolved thinking. were your early relationships? JM: I learned something from a string of failed relationships. You don't see a quick pattern. You see it in time. I learned not to jump at the first sign of attraction. You mean you'd be
too serious too soon? JM: No, no. As soon as you're attracted to someone, you do – whether or not it's a good idea. Basically, I just go out and have sex. But I finally met the person I'm in love with and want to spend the rest of my life with. You got married in 2006. How did you know it was right? JM: You
never know it's the right one. I don't think there's a fair one. There's a lot of people you could fall in love with forever. Marriage is an ongoing thing, man. You keep working on it. But he's cheerful. And cheerful. I don't care if people live without a marriage certificate. It's just people, in a way, telling each
other, I'm committed to you. I'm going to help you in this life. We're not in this room for the next 20 years of the accident. We're here because we're serious. What's the most romantic thing you've ever done? JM: I don't know. I've done a lot of crap. I think the most romantic thing you can do is show up.
You show up when it's hard for you. Travel to the other side of the world or simply on the road. Whatever it is, be there. You have a pretty explicit sex scene in Trance with Rosario Dawson. Did you discuss this with your wife first? JM: No. Anne-Marie and I Actors. We never tell each other when we have
to do something kinky. We keep it to ourselves. Then then we'll tell each other, I had to make a little kiss today. It's okay, it's okay. It's embarrassing and weird. Actors always say love scenes are weird. But when Rosario walks into the room, naked. Sit there and say, okay. Don't look. Don't move your
mouth. When they say action, you play it honestly. Before that, you don't want to make anyone feel like and would be angled, so I just sit there on the bed with everything out. Hopefully people are respectful of me, too! For years, people have asked you to kiss Angelina Jolie in Wanted. Ask her is to kiss
me, motherfucker! That was my answer pretty much. I remember the camera team getting very horny-and on my behalf. Guys, it's just a kiss on the screen. Calm down. They were all in love with her. But it was just another day at the office. Nice office. Do you see yourself as a sex symbol? JM: No, not at
all. In general, I play the guy where it's a bit like: Yes, he's not unattractive, but it's not his look that makes the lead face want to be with him so much. That's how I always feel in my mind. I feel like I'm getting away with more than I've been given. Get it first when you subscribe to ELLE magazine. This
content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this content and similar content at piano.io piano.io
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